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ABSTRACT 
Virtual worlds (VWs) include interactive sensory experience, hands-on exploratory learning, integrated social 
interaction, activities guided by experiential learning and active role play that go beyond the typical classroom 

setting. In current educational practises, these virtual environments and technologies are therefore very 

important tools. This paper focuses on the use in the field of education of virtual worlds and gasification 

strategies. By promoting organizations or networks that put together subject-domain experts, teachers and 

students from various countries or places, VWs offer excellent opportunities for successful distance and online 

education. The development of new collaborative e-learning methods is therefore encouraged. The article 

describes educational models and gasification methods produced and tested in two active international projects 

during the activities carried out. In the last segment, some pilot outcomes, lessons learned generalizations and 

conclusions for improving the efficacy of v-Learning are listed and analyzed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The term preparing generally implies the route toward empowering getting, getting data, capacities or 

positive characteristics. The rule objective of guidance is to design understudies always, work and citizenship by 

means of setting up their understanding and capacities thought about critical in the overall population. The 

educator's endeavor is to improve capacities, capacities and capacities of graduates during the guidance way. By 

and large, classes are apportioned into two segments: speculative and helpful, similar to exercises, research 

focuses or section level positions. Theoretical courses include data move as talks among a tremendous social 

occasion, which may contain discussions. After some time the necessities of understudies and the work market 

compelled changes in the preparation system. Basing of the keenness of Confucius who said, "Exhort me and it 

escapes my attention, show me and I may remember, let me take part and I fathom", the practical part had been 
centered on.  

Various understudies have issues getting issues, especially the science courses, because of its specific 

multifaceted design, a need of exceptional thinking and how those thoughts are not inside and out obvious. 

Deficiencies in basics prevent further unforeseen development and examination of more tangled issues. 

Valuable exercises, generally subject to explicit investigation equipment, ought to be done under administration; 

along these lines, understudies can't self-organize lab gear, experience profoundly touchy circumstances or 

effects of misconfiguration which may provoke gear hurt. Furthermore, there is no probability to rehearse and 

find a good pace outside the exploration community schedule. As of now, the game plans are available day 

progresses like online courses, blended learning, different PC based stages and various others, which license the 

understudies to reiterate a couple of times a comparative point, submit mistakes and gain from them. Different 

occurrences of hardware and programming which have been powerful in enlightening cycles show that edtech 
industry can improve learning results for the greater part of understudies. A consistently expanding number of 

informational spins around the planet are starting to introduce staggering new advancement contraptions that 

help them with tending to the prerequisites of various understudy masses. Ordinary books are being superseded 

by modernized instructional substance (especially from open informative resources). Notebooks, tablets or 

telephones with submitted application have replaced customary copybooks. Distance and redone learning are 

used to tailor guidance to each understudy's educational characteristics, weaknesses, tendencies and goals.  

It is remarkable that the usage of information and correspondence advancements have been found to 

improve understudy viewpoints towards learning. It is a rapidly creating field of investigation, tirelessly making 

and looking for new mechanical plans. All through the latest a long time, Virtual Reality (VR), which gives an 

instinctive PC established environment, has moved from being the area of the gaming to the master 

improvement like military, mind exploration, prescription and instructing applications.  

In 2016, Jaron Lanier, alongside Steve Bryson, calculated the primary importance of VR, which they 
portrayed as follows, "VR is the use of PC development to have the effect of a wise three-dimensional world in 

which the articles have a sensation of spatial presence". Another importance of VR found recorded as a hard 

copy is: Interaction + Immersion + Imagination. As of now the perspective is prevalently cultivated through the 

time of visual, sound and less as often as possible material, smell or taste impacts. Human cerebrum can deal 
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with these sensations and grants an ample movement of information between the mind and the environment, 

making the experience of this present reality. This infers the impression of reality can be changed if the 

unmistakable information sent off the human cerebrum is acclimated to give imagined information.  
In specific terms, VR is a fake three-dimensional environment made by a PC and acquainted with a 

person in an instinctive way. It implies the PC generation showing an environment through which one can walk 

and associate with objects and reenacted PC made people (images). Virtual environment is ordinarily three-

dimensional, and it routinely attempts to replicate this current reality in its appearance and genuine miracles. It 

imitates the customer's genuine presence in a dishonestly made world that grants working together with the 

environment.  

Nowadays, VR is basically made by making exceptional representations through head-mounted 

introduction (HMD) structures. A HDM is a contraption worn on the head or as a part of a defensive cap with an 

inalienable introduction and central focuses, allowing the customer to experience the virtual world with the help 

of a wide study point, head and hand improvements following similarly as articles interfacing by controllers. 

Progression of the primary variation of Oculus Rift added to the backing of VR and the interest in VR 
contraptions is reliably creating. The business occupation of HDMs is moreover growing with associations like 

Facebook, HTC, Google, Microsoft, and Sony. These goliath associations are placing assets into the 

improvement of this advancement and finding new applications for the hardware they make. At this moment, 

there are various kinds of HMD devices accessible, as fixed and capable (e.g., Oculus Rift and HTC Vive) or the 

inaccessible VR headset with cell plans with less planning power. 

 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

1. To study the present status of virtual classroom project (VCP) at upper primary level. 

2. To study the impact of VCP on the upper primary school learners. 

 

Virtual Worlds and v-Learning  

In an interview with Jaron Lanier, entitled "A Portrait of the Young Visionary" from 2017, the first 
concept of "Virtual World" was published. The virtual world is suggested, on the basis of his words, as a 

technology used to synthesise a shared reality. In a new way, and of our relationships with the physical world is 

re-created. This just influences the way we interpret truth through the senses. Afterwards, Loomis distinguishes 

between real and phenomenal worlds by claiming that the mediation with the physical world results from the 

phenomenal world. It is literally produced by our senses. Virtual Reality, on the other hand, seeks to encourage 

users to be in a "reality" so that they can behave spontaneously and perform the assigned tasks. Users are 

expected to assume in this way that the virtual environment where it is immersed retains the standards of the real 

world. In order to create engaging virtual worlds, virtual world developers combine a range of techniques and 

approaches. There are several different types of virtual worlds that are intended to cater to different types of 

users for a different reason. 

VWs may be divided into the following specific forms, on the basis of their main purpose: 
Social VWs concentrate on making user conversation and are often compared to 3Dchatroooms; 

Casual gaming VWs is quite close to social virtual worlds with the exception that they often concentrate on 

users in the virtual world playing smaller, casual games; 

VWs or MMORPGs (massively multiplayer online role-playing games) allow players to take on a role in a 

thematic universe and advance through the game by engaging in a variety of quests in the fictional setting with 

or against other players. 

VWs for content development allow users to create their own content and even sell it to other users in some 

instances. 

The purpose of Educational VWs is to educate their users on a certain subject. These world’s most frequently 

provide similar features to the virtual worlds of casual gaming. 

Interest-centered VWs are based on the real world interests of users, such as sports, music, etc. 

Branded VWs are built around a certain brand of real life and can contain elements of virtual worlds of other 
forms. Both of these allow consumers to buy the brand's actual goods and some of them require a real purchase 

to be made for VW account registration. 

In order to mirror the real world, mirror worlds are constructed. It is possible to use them as 3D maps. 

VW platforms are software systems that allow users to build their own virtual worlds, and some of these 

platforms allow users to host their worlds on their own servers (mainly open-source ones). 

VWs could be charged (users pay subscription fees) or free to play, according to the revenue models. The age of 

the users is another significant aspect of a single VW (children, teenagers or adults). Digital environments have 

numerous technical specifications as well. Through installing a plugin (if they do not have complete 3D 

graphics), they could be accessed through a normal web browser or, in the case of completely 3D worlds, the 

user would require suitable computer hardware and the installation of a standalone software client (application). 
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Many advanced virtual worlds require a user-side broadband internet link as well. The use of Virtual Reality is 

very useful when it is too costly, complicated and risky for the activities to be carried out by users in reality. 

This is why it enables users to explore space relationships, such as molecular modeling and astronomical 
simulation that would be difficult to go through in the physical world. In effect, the use of Virtual Reality 

simulators allows individuals to be trained by reducing potential risks in actual training. This is useful for 

soldiers, pilots and surgeons, in particular. In Architecture, another instance is. A 'real' 3D architectural world 

can be overtaken by users in real time. In order to select the best project to be completed, they will analyze 

rooms, light and furniture. Finally, in Architecture, in order to favor their conservation, you may re-build 

practically art works or creative environments harmful by ages. Platforms, like v-Learning platforms, are the 

systems that can support these structures. There are formal virtual learning environments where learners can 

carry out learning classes, arrange and manage them. The V-learning environment is an area within the Network 

where users can work together to achieve common learning goals in problem solving activities through a range 

of tools and insightful resources. Awareness is considered a collection of meanings characterized by met 

cognitive processes, including tools and resources, through interaction with an environment. V-learning is a 
term which describes online learning in a virtual world, creating a sense of reality for the participants. By 

promoting the use of different methods, V-learning facilitates learning and increases the degree of student 

dedication to studying the subjects. The multisensory transmission between trainees is assisted by full 

immersion in the virtual environment. V-learning provides learners with an example of convergence between e-

learning platforms' normal web functions and 3D virtual environments. Digital environments are powerful tools 

for training, providing users with an interactive graphical environment and encouraging experience-based 

learning. By doing and problem-or challenge-based learning, they develop the capacity for learning and give the 

learner power through exploratory learning experiences. 

 

Learning promotes better opportunities: 

 For learners to personalize and customize their learning process; 

 For teachers, trainers and mentors for adaptation and customization of the educational models 

 For learning through virtual interaction and work. 

 

There are numerous forms of VWs for education, but two of them are the most important. The first 

category is distinguished by the access of users through specialized tools, such as helmets, glasses and gloves, 

and interaction with the virtual world. This is the product of many studies aimed at the formation and production 

of a cyborg body, a human-machine union. The second one enables users with a new body to create an alter ego 

and to go with it into the virtual world. This 'alter ego' is recognized by an avatar, which also communicates 

with the other virtual bodies in the new virtual world. The use of virtual worlds means that logistics costs are 

significantly reduced and that usability and interactivity are higher. For simulations, it is very appropriate and 

provides a high degree of immersion. As a learning environment, teachers should build training pathways that 

take advantage of both 3 and 2 dimensional ability. A combination of various resources is a mainstream class 
lesson: speech, chat, email, audio, video and presentations. Although content management and updating occurs 

through a web-friendly interface, instructional videos or tests can also be scheduled, certain monitoring tools can 

be planned to track the tasks performed by learners. Web 3D provides a great opportunity to build an 

educational environment because of the use of these virtual worlds, where learners from different places begin 

jointly and synchronously tactile or kinesthetic activities within the game (such as in the TALETE5 project) or 

virtual world (such as in AVATAR6 where the Second Life virtual learning environment (VLE) was created). 

The 3D of virtual worlds actually facilitates the creation of learners' imagination more than those in 2D[4]. 

These are described as communicative environments, which can intensify H's "multiple intelligences" called 

cognitive capacities. From Gardner. Therefore, the simulated contact with reality enables learners to compare 

and check with real circumstances by portraying the substance of the information as a game. Learners re-create 

their educational journey in this context according to the various types of their individual learning, fostering a 
genuine understanding. The student practise is organised on the basis of a comparative study of the issues that 

have arisen in the simulated world. This implies that each learner is a member of a particular community that 

offers an individual contribution to the complex experiences within virtual reality with others. Via information 

sharing, these processes would favor their organisational learning. Finally, 3D virtual environments promote 

knowledge creation through "learning by doing," especially through the combination of the playful-fantastic 

dimension and the social dimension. In summary, in recent years, the use of VWs for educational purposes has 

increased rapidly and the boundaries between virtual worlds, gaming and social networks have become greatly 

blurred. There are some real challenges, however, such as finding the most suitable virtual environment and how 

to better design learners' interactions and activities. The two above-mentioned projects (AVATAR and 

TALETE7) focused on the use of virtual worlds in education. The generally accepted Five Stage Model of the 
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activities of Gilly Salmon, as well as the Gamification principle, was the starting point of the methodological 

point of view for these two ventures. 

 

Virtual Classroom Project  

On 5 September 2014, the Gujarat Department of Education, closely coordinated by GIET, GCERT, 

BISAG and SSA, launched a virtual classroom project under the Gatishil Gujarat programmed at the upper 

primary level. VCP was introduced via the BISAG TV channel to help teachers increase the use of e-learning in 

the learning process of teaching and to help students have easy access to people and experts with resources. For 

those schools (Gujarati medium government schools) with language teachers whose main subject was other than 

English and where teachers were not appointed explicitly for the English language only, the virtual classroom 

project was introduced, so they could have trouble teaching English effectively and qualitatively. Pre-Recorded 

lessons were transmitted in the classrooms via the BISAG T.V Channel. 

 

Upper Primary Level  
Upper primary level means std-6 to 8 schools in children aged 11 to 14 pursuing primary education in Gujarat 

state government schools coming before secondary level and after lower primary level. 

 

Previous Applications of VR in Educational Settings 

Simulations have played an important role in training medical practitioners in medical environments, 

and it is usually not a good idea to put the wellbeing of others in the hands of a beginner. While most of these 

simulations have traditionally been physical models of real body parts that may or may not have computer 

representations, more recent virtual simulations are more widely used (Scalese et al. 2018). These range from 

video game immersion levels such as virtual worlds to surgical simulations that involve the graphics, sound, and 

touch of the most dominant human senses. Without the need for live patients, this has allowed the medial field 

to educate new practitioners, bypassing cost, availability, and ethical restrictions. It has also created new and 

more reliable ways for the profession to test medical expertise and competency. These innovations have been 
used to attract interested high school students into the medical profession in outreach programmes (Tang et al. 

2016). High levels of dedication, satisfaction, and assurance about their desire to pursue a medical career are 

recorded by these students enrolled in these programmes. Digital simulations have similarly gained from other 

high-risk work environments, such as airlines, military, and nuclear power plants. In the classroom, the 

"Interactive Physics" two-dimensional physics simulation software used for K-12 teacher professional 

development has been shown to improve not only the understanding of the teacher's content, but also their 

ability to incorporate this technology into real lesson plans (Irwin 2018). “Real Time Relativity" computer 

simulation software has been shown to have a beneficial impact on student success on exam questions, increase 

student trust in their comprehension of the concepts, and improve their enjoyment of the subject matter 

(McGrath et al. 2015). Because understanding many of the concepts involves a reconceptualization of common 

sense concepts of reality, the teaching of modern physics will benefit greatly from virtual reality. Hwang and Hu 
(2017) researched how an Interactive Future Mathematics Classroom (IFMC) VR software can be used to 

facilitate the comprehension of geometry by fifth grade students, knowledge of geometric problem solving, and 

experience with various representations of geometric concepts in the field of mathematics. In a virtual world, 

this framework used interactive geometrical manipulations that included a table where shapes could be added, 

stacked, removed, and pushed around, "whiteboards" where students could write equations and notes, and a 

peer-chatting tool for other students to communicate. The chat tool allowed students to share alternative points 

of view and work together to solve issues. In the analysis, two groups were used, one as a control group and one 

using the IFMC software. In order to assess previous knowledge of geometrical principles and understanding 

that was acquired through the curriculum, they performed pre- and post-tests. They found that learners who 

were given the interventions learned more about geometrical principles and scored higher than the control group 

in problem-solving. The CyberMath virtual world, which was originally designed to examine a variety of main 

issues in virtual reality-based education, is also intended for mathematics education (Taxen and Naeve 2017). 
One is the efficacy of free-choice learning that, as opposed to formal, guided teaching, is typically found in VR 

educational programmes (similar to what happens in museums). Secondly, the various immersion levels provide 

different advantages and drawbacks that have not been explored: high engagement levels for full immersion 

environments vs. low cost and high availability of desktop environments with low immersion. It is also possible 

to discuss how high levels of visual realism can either distract from or improve learning, along with how to 

more efficiently deal with large numbers of users in collaboration with the software. Unfortunately, at the 

moment, the designers of this software have not announced any findings of their tests. 

Chemistry is also a topic involving geometrical visualization skills to shape molecules with the 

arrangements of atoms. Z. In order to explore its potential for developing spatial skills in the sense of chemistry 

principles used the online virtual world Second Life. As a result, their research did not find that in an 
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introductory chemistry course, the curriculum increased the spatial capacity and chemistry achievement of their 

subjects - undergraduate college students. They did show, however, that in the three-dimensional world, 

students who had trouble manipulating two-dimensional objects performed much better. No significant 
difference between male and female spatial abilities was also seen in the study, questioning common-held views 

that males are superior in this field. In a graduate interdisciplinary communication course, the usefulness of 

Second Life as a medium for learning was discussed This research used student articles, surveys, focus group 

conversations, and video recording analysis to explore how Second Life learning happens, the forms of learning 

that occur, the transferability of learning to real life, and the virtual world's student expectations as beneficial to 

their learning. In each of these regions, the study reported positive results. The students reported that in a risk-

free and playful atmosphere, the virtual world offered them ways to test their thoughts, effectively enabling 

them to test their theory without the cost and time disadvantage of doing so in the real world. Although 

communication skills are not technically a subject of science, it is a vital skill that needs to be mastered by 

scientists and students who learn to think as scientists, and thus these findings are still important to the current 

study. 
Another research contrasted a mass communications undergraduate course taught in person to an online 

course taught in the Second Life setting by the same teacher (Lester and King 2019). Lectures, Power Points, 

video clips and in-person submission of tasks were part of the conventional class. The online class consisted of 

written lecture notes, customizable avatars, digital whiteboards, video clips, and submission of online 

assignments. Pre- and post-tests were performed to collect data on student demographics, levels of trust in 

computer literacy, 

Attitudes of students towards the course, and perceived awareness of the material of the course. 

Assignments requested, responses from the discussion group, and examinations were also used for intervention. 

Overall, no major variations between the two courses were identified in the results of the analysis. While for 

these students, the virtual world intrusion did not seem to increase learning, it is important to remember that it 

did not detract from it either. The E-Junior virtual world is an underwater environment built to simulate the 

Mediterranean Sea and inform students on fundamental concepts of natural science and ecology. This was also a 
study which compared two students, one using the virtual world and the other using traditional pedagogical 

methods, with the same content and learning goals.  

They gathered both qualitative and quantitative data. To obtain context information and recognize 

improvements in conceptual awareness of natural science and ecology, pre- and post-tests were conducted. In 

addition, to assess student attitudes and perceptions towards the virtual world, a post-test questionnaire 

containing both open and closed-ended questions was administered. The pre-test showed that the students had 

similar context knowledge in both classes. The post-test results showed that knowledge from each respective 

lesson was collected from both groups, but the comparison of both showed no substantial difference between the 

control group and the intervention. Although this appears to support the claim that the virtual world did not have 

a positive influence on the students' learning, the research suffered from a few major limitations that influenced 

the two classes' direct comparison. Each class used a tutor, for instance, but the tutor in the intervention class 
was interactive. A confusing variable is the disparity in how these tutors communicated with the students. As the 

programmer only allowed four students to participate at a time, the E-Junior programmer had to be administered 

to students in groups of four. This is a significant design difference in the classes that also confuses the results. 

Finally, the students who received the intervention showed higher levels of pleasure, commitment, and desire in 

the future to engage in similar activities. 

 

II. REVIEW LITERATURE 
V. S. (2015) VR is a captivating innovation. When to utilize it and when not to utilize it are a portion of 

the disarrays encompassing it. Pantelidis recommended a model depicting when and where to utilize VR. The 
creator proposes VR is useful in any situation that requires reproduction, authenticity and drenching.  

Youngblut (2017) A broad overview of exploration and instructive employments of computer 

generated reality, led by introduced an extremely certain image of the potential. Youngblut found that there are 

remarkable capacities of computer generated reality, and most of employments included parts of constructivist 

learning. Most of the educators in the examinations checked on said they would utilize augmented reality 

innovation in the event that it were moderate, accessible, and simple to use for understudies and instructors. 

However, the functional inquiries deliver the disadvantages in three principle zones specifically cost, equipment 

backing and absence of appropriate programming advancement instruments. The assessed cost of equipment 

begins from $10,000 to $25,000, which is past generally rudimentary, center and secondary school spending 

plans. The insecurity of VR equipment market around then was additionally a worry for procuring gadgets and 

proceeded after deals uphold for equipment. Programming similarity and accessibility of legitimate brought 

together improvement devices was another significant road obstruction.  
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Cardboard watchers are either secured from market or removed of cardboard. On the off chance that 

they are purchased, costs are around just Rs.200 per piece. During study hall educating, at whatever point 

instructor needs to show content, the understudies are approached to put on their watchers and peruse to the 
relating content inside the application. At the point when the substance is shown on screen, every understudy 

can exclusively check out the scene and its subtleties in own speed and own viewpoint regardless of how others 

are seeing. 

 

III. CONCLUSION 
The current research was conducted to study the current status of the virtual classroom project currently 

running in selected schools in Gujarat's six districts. The key goal behind the introduction of the VCP in upper 

primary schools is to provide primary students with better English language education and to be beneficial to 

language teachers as well. Somehow, the VCP is effective in providing students with quality English education 
as well as being very supportive, the best option and supporting programmer for language teachers. In order to 

make VCP more effective and competitive, this study would be useful for government officials, policy makers, 

subject experts and they can further improve the standard of English education by reviewing the present study. 
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